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Abstract. The ongoing process of the miniaturization of spintronics and magnetic-
films-based devices, as well as a growing necessity for basic material research place
stringent requirements on sensitive and accurate magnetometric measurements of
minute magnetic constituents deposited on large magnetically responsive carriers.
However, the ever so popular commercial integral magnetometers based on
superconducting quantum interference device sensor are not object-selective probes.
Therefore, the sought signal is usually buried in the magnetic response of the carrier,
contaminated by signals from the sample support, system instabilities and additionally
degraded by inadequate data reduction. In this report a comprehensive method based
on in situ magnetic compensation by sample abutting long strips made of matching
material is shown to provide means for mitigating all these weak elements of integral
magnetometry. Practical solutions and proper expressions to calculate the absolute
values of the investigated moments are given. Their universal form allows to employ
the suggested design in investigations of a broad range of specimens of different sizes,
shapes and compositions. The method does not require any extensive numerical
modeling, relying only on the data provided by the magnetometer. The solution can
be straightforwardly implemented in every field where magnetic investigations are of
a prime importance, including the emerging new fields of topological insulators, 3D–
Dirac semimetals and 2D–materials.
1. Introduction
Since the advent of commercially available, affordable, automated (computer
controlled), basic fault–tolerant and user-friendly superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) integral magnetometers in the early 90s, sensitive SQUID-based
magnetometry has now established itself as an indispensable everyday characterization
and experimental tool in modern science. It has become routinely performed on a wide
range of different types of samples such as ultrathin films [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], nanoparticles
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11], nanowires [12, 13], nanocomposites [14], quantum dots [15], graphene
[16, 17], dilute magnetic [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], and ferromagnetic semiconductor epilayers
[23, 24]. It currently enters the realms of organic spintronics [25], biology [26], and
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topological matter [27, 28]. Despite this broad range of subjects, the investigated
materials share one crucial common aspect: the objects of interest come on bulky
substrates, or at least have to be fixed to a kind of rigid carrier, permitting mounting
them onto adequate sample holders suitable for withstanding measurement cycles in
wide ranges of temperature T and magnetic field H. However, the most popular
multipurpose commercial SQUID magnetometers are not object- or element-selective
probes, so the sought signal is very often (deeply) buried in the magnetic response
of the (”nonmagnetic”) carrier. The latter becomes dominant in the mid- to strong-
magnetic-field range, when the signal from the investigated sample usually saturates,
but that of the carrier continues to grow. To make things worse the signals exerted
by such complex objects are detected and processed with some limited accuracy by the
magnetometer hardware and software and finally can be, frequently, mishandled by a
less experienced end user. Here, a lack of a proper laboratory procedure which may
lead to magnetic contamination [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] and other experimental artifacts
[34, 35, 36] has to be underlined. The latter can be sizably enlarged when the operator
lacks the general recognition of how the measurement process and data processing and
reduction is carried out [32].
It has to be noted here that mitigating the commonly met problems, which is an
indispensable step in responsible (SQUID) magnetometry, does not necessarily lead to
the reduction of the real magnitude of the error bar towards the typically declared
sensitivity by the manufacturers (usually around 10−8 emu). Such a precision indeed
can be required in studies of very thin layers of magnetically diluted compounds or
antiferromagnets, particularly when their magnetic anisotropy is targeted. The same
challenge is faced when the critical exponents specific to magnetic phase transitions
in very thin films are to be determined [37, 38]. It has been established, following
the best guidance and rules put forward to date in the literature, [39, 33, 32, 35]
that the most credible assessments of the sought moment mX can be obtained upon
a subtraction of the results of two separate measurements: that of the sample mS and
of its support mR, usually the bare substrate or the carrier. However, because both
responses are mostly composed of the signal from the support, both the minuend and
the subtrahend are very large numbers of comparable magnitude. The key point here
is that the credibility of a difference between two such numbers directly depends on
the absolute precision and accuracy with which both these numbers were established.
Therefore, even minute magnetometer instabilities occasionally affecting the results of
the measurement process make the required subtraction substantially erroneous. This
in turn degrades the scientific soundness of the established results - frequently without
issuing any clear warning sign to the researcher.
In this report we put forward a carefully elaborated and experimentally validated
experimental approach which increases the reliability of the above mentioned subtraction
method by sizably reducing the vulnerability of the final results to the randomly
appearing disturbances in the magnetometer’s output. The provided below exact
formulae allows vastly advance both the precision and reliability of the experimentally
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established signals of very weak magnetic sources which come on bulky substrates.
Importantly, this approach is fully compatible with typically employed experimental
methodology used on the everyday basis in magnetometry labs.
Our report is organized as follows. First, we point out and exemplify the
magnitude of the main system instabilities and spurious components contributing to the
magnetometers’ outputs which cannot be eliminated by the virtue of the subtraction
method. Then we introduce the basics of the in situ compensation approach and detail
the experimental method up to the point where the final expression for the desired
moment is given. The report is ended by presenting examples of the sizable improvement
in the consistency of results obtained by employing the compensational approach and
by the final conclusions.
2. Equipment-related limitations to precise magnetometry
The study reported here is based on years of experience gained working with Quantum
Design Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS) SQUID magnetometers. In
the authors’ view there are two most obvious equipment-related reasons which can affect
not only the magnitude of the established magnetic moment m, but can also corrupt its
dependence on H and T , m(H) and m(T ), respectively.
The first problem arises from a non-perfect performance of the sample transport
mechanism during scanning, that is, tripping the sample up and down along the SQUID
pick-up coil axis z. This is the moment when the experimental response function V (z),
i.e. the dependence of the SQUID response vs. sample position, is established. It is
important to be reminded here, that the magnitude of m is established by a least-mean-
square fitting of a reference Υ(z) function into V (z). Υ(z) describes the response of
the magnetometer’s sensing coils to the position of an ideal point dipole of a constant
magnetic moment along the z axis. However, the MPMS system does not measure the
actual position of the sample during scanning. The system only assigns a certain value
of z according to the time interval passed from the beginning of the scan. Therefore, any
mechanical wear and tear in any of the mechanical components of the sample transport
mechanism mars the shape of V (z), and imprints on the magnitude of the established m.
Obviously mechanical effects accumulate over time, and frequently evade the attention
of the user(s).
The main distortions of m(H) originate from only approximately correct
magnitudes of H which are reported in the magnetometer’s output files. This inaccuracy
stems from the fact that the commercial SQUID magnetometers do not contain any
built-in field sensors. Therefore, instead of the real magnitude of the magnetic field
Hreal - the field experienced by the sample during the measurement, only the value
requested by the user Hset is reported. The point is that Hset only occasionally precisely
corresponds to Hreal. There are many sources of Hset ↔ Hreal discrepancy [32]. The main
one for these considerations seems to be related to a limited accuracy of the digital-to-
analog converter which controls the magnitude of the output current JH of the magnet
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power supply. In addition, the magnitude of JH may vary in response to an unstable
environment, for example to variations of the ambient temperature in the lab.
On the other hand, it has to be underlined that nowadays the available commercial
magnetometers are very well engineered and are generally very well suited for the
majority of tasks. It is only the necessity to assure a very high precision and
reproducibility of m that points to the above mentioned equipment insufficiencies. As
shown below their presence precludes a fulfilment of some of the very demanding research
tasks without employing more advanced measures to reduce the influence of the above
mentioned main weaknesses in the design or performance.
In order to exemplify the scale of the challenge addressed here and to show to
what extent such issues can be mitigated, the measurements of very thin layers of the
dilute magnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)N are considered. This magnetic form of GaN
in which a small percentage of Ga atoms is randomly substituted by Mn, belongs to
increasingly important group of Rashba materials [40, 41]. (Ga,Mn)N compounds are
typically deposited by molecular beam epitaxy method [42, 24] on GaN-buffered (2 –
3 µm) sapphire substrates (300 – 500 µm thick), whose strong diamagnetic response
overwhelmingly dominates the signal of the dilute magnetic layer, particularly at large
H and for layers for which the thickness d is in the single nanometers range. The
problem of the correct extraction of the layers’ signal remains sound even at very low
temperatures, where high quality single phase (Ga,Mn)N layers exhibit low temperature
ferromagnetic properties [43, 44, 42, 24]. The precision is of a great value here since,
owing to the L = 2 and S = 2 configuration of the Mn3+ species a field of the order
of a few tens of kOe is required to reach the sufficient level of saturation, which would
permit an establishment of Mn concentration x with a satisfactory accuracy. It has
to be noted that magnetic characterization by SQUID magnetometry is practically the
last resort enabling a reasonable estimation of x for a mere nanometre thin and/or
magnetically diluted layers (x < 0.1). However, caution is required, the precision
of the magnetometric determination of x can be compromised by a lack of precise
knowledge about the Mn oxidation state. A synchrotron based X-ray absorption near-
edge spectroscopy method appears to be the most suitable for this purpose [45, 46, 24].
To put the things into perspective we note that an expected magnitude of the
saturation moment msat of a typical ∼ 5 × 5 mm2 piece of d = 5 nm (Ga,Mn)N layer
containing about 5% of Mn is about 5× 10−6 emu or 5 µemu. Therefore, to stay below
a decent 10% relative error bar for the Mn concentration x (it is the accuracy which is
typically required as feedback information to the sample growers) the magnitude of msat
in such layers has to be established with the absolute accuracy of better than 0.5 µemu,
well above the manufacturer’s declared floor level of 0.01 µemu. However, this simple
evaluation does not mean one is safe here. On the contrary, the situation changes
completely when two additional factors are taken into account. First is the presence
of a bulky substrate, second that a large range of strong fields, 40 < H < 70 kOe, is
needed to assess x reasonably well [46, 24]. At this H-range a relevant 0.33 mm thick
sapphire substrate exerts a flux corresponding to about -1000 µemu, so mS(H) of both
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Figure 1. Magnitudes of typical instabilities of MPMS output exemplified by a
comparison of the m(H) dependencies obtained for the same reference 5×5×0.33 mm3
sapphire sample at 300 and 2 K, panels (a) and (b), respectively. The plotted
differences ∆m(H) = m(H)−mavg(H) are calculated for each m(H) taking an average
mavg(H) of all the m(H) presented on the panel as the reference. Curves A – E were
obtained in a short time frame (one month), curve F a year later, and the curve G
after two years from the first measurements. These measurements have been made
using conventional sample holders, identical to that shown in Fig. 4 (a). The arrows
indicate events of sudden shifts of m (”jumps”). For the clarity of presentation the
corresponding standard deviations σ for these points are given in separate panels: (c)
for 300 K and (d) for 2 K. The sizable magnitude of σ at weak field is connected with a
strong magnetic flux creep and escape in the superconducting magnet [48]. The same
m(H) are presented in a different manner in Supplementary Figure S1.
the whole sample (the layer plus the substrate) and of the bare substrate [the reference
mR(H)] must be established with the same absolute accuracy better than 0.5 µemu. This
actually means that both these dependencies must be known with an absolute precision
exceeding 0.05%, or 3 1/2 digits. Evidence is given below that a typical MPMS system
is not capable of maintaining such a stability of its output in a time frame sufficiently
long to permit completion of the whole set of the required measurements.
Far more severe constraints are imposed by studies of the magnetic anisotropy.
It is of a single ion origin in (Ga,Mn)N and it does not ”saturate” at any field
attainable in SQUID magnetometers [45, 47]. It actually means that at low temperatures
magnetic moments established along both hard and easy axes (perpendicular and
in-plane orientations, respectively) do not fall on top of each other even at H =
70 kOe - the maximum value of H attainable in commercial SQUID magnetometers.
Yet, the magnitude and the field dependence of the magnetic anisotropy provides
an indispensable reference for the theoretical description of the magnetism in this
[45, 44, 47] or similar material systems [19]. In this case the magnitudes of the high
field moments measured in both these orientations should be known with an absolute
accuracy better than 0.1 µemu, or full 4 digits.
The scale of the typical output instabilities of a well maintained MPMS systems
is exemplified in Figure 1, where results of m(H) measurements of the same reference
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piece of a sapphire substrate acquired within a period of nearly two years are compared.
Plotted in panels (a) and (b) are the differences ∆m(H) = m(H)−mavg(H) calculated
for each m(H) taking an average mavg(H) of all the m(H) from each panel as the
reference. The aim of all these measurements was to validate, and, as it turned out –
to update, the substrate reference mR(H), which must be subtracted from the samples’
mS(H) in order to establish mX(H). As the data clearly illustrate for both T = 2
and 300 K, the observed instabilities (∆m ' 1 µemu) at high field only barely allow
for basic magnetic characterization of very thin dilute films, and completely preclude
investigations of their magnetic anisotropy.
Another troublesome element of the results presented in Figure 1 is the presence
of ”jumps” or ”kinks”. The most pronounced ones are indicated by the arrows in panel
(a). It has been checked that the scans acquired before and after such an event are
technically of the same high quality, which eliminates a systematic distortion of V (z) as
the culprit. This is further confirmed by a smooth behaviour of the standard deviation
σ at these regions of H where the irregularities occur. We therefore assign their presence
to minute inaccuracies in the field setting channel of the magnetometer. Actually, to
reproduce the reported magnitude of the ”jumps” of about 0.5 µemu at H ' -40 kOe, a
suddenly appearing difference between Hreal and Hset of about 40 Oe is sufficient. This
is only about 0.1% of the intended magnitude of H. It has been observed that these
two features affecting m(H) come and go with different intensity and that they do not
correlate either with a change of the noise level, or with other disturbances in the lab
or its vicinity, or with a particular time of the day.
Another estimation of the MPMS’s output instability comes from a set of systematic
measurements of a reference signal source at nominally identical settings. The
interrogated object in Figure 2 corresponds very well to the sapphire substrates
considered in Figure 1. The main message from this two years long test is that although
the long time average of the tested MPMS magnetometer stays at reasonable consistent
level, at a short time frame, say 7-10 days, the output fluctuates with disappointingly
high magnitude of ∆m ' 1.5 µemu at 20 kOe and possibly at 5 µemu after extrapolation
to 70 kOe. According to the estimates presented before, both these values are prohibitive
for the reliable establishment of minute magnetic signals basing only on the subtraction
approach.
Two important conclusions can be drawn from these tests. Firstly, that in the
subtraction method one cannot rely on a ”universal background curve”. Particularly,
when the investigations are carried over an extended time frame. Secondly, that this
is the magnitude of the output instability that is responsible for the sizable reduction
of the attainable sensitivity of the SQUID magnetometry, even if it is performed in
accordance with the best known experimental protocols. These two points immediately
eliminate from consideration the automated background subtraction method provided
by MultiVu software, since it also establishes the magnitude of mX upon a difference of,
essentially, same mS and mR measurements.
It has therefore become obvious that in order to push down the limits of reliable
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Figure 2. MPMS SQUID magnetometer instability. All the measurements have
been taken at nominally identical conditions (T = 300 K and H = 20 kOe, the latter
ramped always up from zero) during the centering of one compensational sample holder
(CSH) considered in this report [depicted in Figure 4 (c)]. In this case a 5 mm wide
gap between sapphire compensating strips serves as the source of the reference signal.
The time scale on the x axis is counted from the date this CSH has been tested for
the first time. The double arrow indicates the magnitude of the short time spread of
the points (obtained, say, within 1-2 weeks), ∆m ' 1.5 µemu, which matches well the
observed spread of ∆m(20 kOe) seen in Figure 1 (a).
magnetometry in the existing magnetometers one has to significantly reduce the
contribution from the carrier of the researched object. However, for a day-to-day
characterization and related basic research the mechanical or chemical thinning of
sapphire down to the single µm range has not been a feasible option. Therefore, a
method of an active elimination of the substrate signal remained the only viable and
affordable solution. In the following parts of this report the basic concept of an active,
in situ type of, substrate compensation method is presented, detailed, quantified and
put to the test.
3. Principles and challenges of the in situ compensation
The underlying concept of the in situ compensation of the spurious signal of the
substrate arises from the fact that in these magnetometers in which the detection of
the magnetic moment relies on (an axial) movement of the sample for a scan length
of a few centimeters with respect to the self-balanced sensing coils, any infinitely long
shape made of magnetically homogeneous material (even an iron bar) will not produce
any signal. This stems from the fact that for each individual fragment of the infinite
rod there exist a partner which produces a response of the same magnitude but of the
opposite sign. In practice the phrase ”infinitely long” can be replaced by ”sufficiently
long”, with the required length becoming shorter the less magnetic is the considered
material.
Actually, the influence of a length of a specimen on the magnetometer’s response
can be viewed as an ”ends issue”. It is illustrated in Fig. 3. We start our considerations
from an ”infinitely long” homogenously magnetized rod which is divided in its center
into two semi-infinite parts [Fig. 3 (a)]. In the main panel of Fig. 3 we plot the
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calculated SQUID responses V (z) of each individual half-rod, taking z = 0 as the center
of the sensing coils (red and black solid lines for the left and right halves, respectively).
Throughout the whole study we assume the sensing coils to be arranged in the second
order gradiometer fashion, as in the MPMS units, and for the numerical simulation
we take the gradiometer’s coils dimensions according to MPMS specification [49]. It
is clearly seen, that the strongest signal of the individual half-rods are ”generated”
at the close vicinity to their origin, that is, at the place where the symmetry of the
semi-infinite rod is the lowest. Such a resonant-like shape of V (z) is the result of
the particular gradiometer configuration and the two extrema existing on each V (z)
occur at the positions z = ±R, where R = 9.7 mm in MPMS magnetometer is the
radius of the gradiometer coils. Actually, this is the most general rule for this kind of
magnetometry - the strongest signals come from these places where the translational
symmetry is reduced. Most importantly, the sum of these two V (z) nulls out everywhere,
as expected for an infinite homogenous object.
By exactly the same token the system picks the signal from the sample - a typical
short specimen can be viewed as two symmetry breaking ends located very close to each
other (at the sample length distance), whose signals mutually cancel out away from
their ends (i.e. the sample). This situation is simulated in the panel (b). Here, by
pushing the same halves against each other, say by 2 mm from their origin, a 4 mm
long bulge is created in the overlapping area, outlined in blue. And it is only the 4 mm
long muff located symmetrically with respect to the center that breaks the translational
symmetry of the whole structure, so its flux nulls out in the pick-up coils except only
from the muff. The corresponding V (z) for each of the halves are marked in dotted lines
of matching colors and their sum, the dotted blue line, indeed nulls everywhere except
of the (relatively) narrow region in the vicinity of the muff. Importantly, it is exactly
the same V (z) which will be induced by a 4 mm long fragment of this rod, i.e. a sample,
when tripped alone through the pick-up coils.
The dotted grey line in Fig. 3 exemplifies the ideal point-dipole V (z) of the material
from which the rod is made of and its maximum value V (0) serves as the reference level
for all the other curves plotted in this graph. And the comparison of the amplitudes of
this V (z) and that of the 4 mm long muff explains why in the conventional magnetometry
it pays to increase the linear dimensions of the investigated (homogenous) samples - it
reduces the effect of flux cancellation. Certainly, the net gain in the effective flux due to
extending the length of the specimen has its limit (it has to null again for the infinitely
long sample) and reaches its maximum when the length of the sample approaches R.[51]
More general considerations concerning the influence of samples’ linear dimensions and
their alignment can be found elsewhere [52, 53, 39, 32].
Both halves of the rod can also be pull apart from their joining point at the center,
say, by the same 2 mm. It is illustrated in panel (c). In this case a 4 mm gap is
formed (marked in green), again sizably breaking the symmetry of the rod near the
center. The corresponding V (z) for the separated semi-rods are marked by dashed lines
in the graph. As in the previous case, the sum of the two dependencies (green solid
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Figure 3. (Main panel) Simulations of the changes of the signal V (z) picked up by
the 2nd order gradiometer for the three cases (a – c) depicted in upper part of the
figure. The solid red and black lines in the graph represent individual responses of
semi-infinite rods cut from a uniformly magnetized material at position z = 0, case
(a). If moved together, the resulting V (z) = 0 everywhere. By shifting these halves
from z = 0, by 2 mm against each other - case (b), their responces shift by the same
amount, dashed lines in the graph of matching colors, so their sum acquires sizable
amplitudes near the center (the blue dashed line), or near the bulge created by the
overlapping rods. In fact the case (b) corresponds to the case (a) of an infinite rod
with a muff located at its center (outlined in blue). This reflects the standard situation
when samples are mounted on a very long sample holder. Indeed, the dashed blue sum
corresponds precisely to the computed V (z) of a 4 mm fragment of this rod, i.e. a
sample, when it is tripped alone through the pick-up coils (the light blue background
for the dashed blue sum). By pulling these halves away from each other, say, again
by 2 mm each way from their joining point, case (c), a 4 mm wide gap is formed
(green). Its magnetic response (dotted dark green line) can be obtained again as the
sum of the individual V (z) of both halves after shifting them to their new starting
positions (dashed lines of matching colors). Importantly, this gap-related V (z) has got
exactly the same form, but is of an opposite sign to the sample-like V (z) calculated
for the case (b). This effective mutual cancelation of cases (b) and (c) constitutes the
basis of the active in situ compensation of chunks of supporting material (substrates)
accompanying the minute objects of investigations. The dark yellow short-dashed line
exemplifies a response of only a 60 mm long rod. It corresponds to the approach
exercised in ref. [50]. The thin grey solid line indicates the ideal point-dipole V (z)
of the material from which the rods are made and its maximum value V (0) serves as
the reference level for all the other curves plotted in this graph. In the considerations
presented here the effects of a radial extent of the objects on V (z) has been neglected.
We touch upon this issue in section S4 of the Supplementary Information. The white
background box marks the extent of the typical scanning window, when a high precision
of the measurements is required.
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line) nulls everywhere except of the (relatively) narrow region close to their ends. Most
importantly, this sum corresponds precisely to a V (z) of the symmetry breaking muff,
but is of the opposite sign. So, both cancel each other completely. This fact constitutes
the essence of the in situ compensation method: a long sample holder made with an
adequate material has to posses a gap in which the investigated sample can be nested
- ideally filling the gap completely. In this arrangement, the flux of such artificially
elongated substrate will get nulled, leaving only the flux of the layers of interest for
the detection. The latter can now be established with a far greater precision since the
symmetry breaking by the layer is sizably stronger than the symmetry breaking by the
elongated substrate.
A very elegant attempt to realize the in situ compensation was proposed by T.
Fukumura et al. [50], in their study of MBE grown ZnO epilayers with Mn. In
order to eliminate the magnetic signal from the sapphire substrate, a mere few mm
of the central part of about 60 mm long and 5 mm wide sapphire substrate strip was
overgrown by about 2 µm thick (Zn,Mn)O film. As presented in Fig. 3, in such a
geometry only 70 – 80% of the substrate contribution could had been compensated.
Nevertheless, the arrangement proved sufficient to observe the positive signal due to Mn
ions in wide temperature range and in H up to 50 kOe. Although very instructive and
somehow effective, this solution is of a little practical value in typical laboratory practice,
since most materials are deposited uniformly on large surfaces (substrate availability
depending) and small specimens are cleft for further characterization or investigations.
A more practical approach was implemented by M. Wang et al. [38] for accurate
studies of the critical region of the Curie transition in (Ga,Mn)As. This compound is
grown on GaAs and the investigated 5 × 5 mm2 samples were cleft from standard 2”
substrates. For the SQUID magnetometry the samples were abutted on either side with
strips of GaAs of the same width as the sample. All three pieces were glued to a length
of 5 mm wide Si supporting stick. According to those authors both the Si support
and the GaAs strips extended much further than the length of the detection coils,
making the magnetometer effectively insensitive to the magnetic flux due to the layer’s
substrate and the Si support. The concept indeed proved very efficient in eliminating
the spurious signal of the GaAs substrate. The authors assumed a perfect compensation
in their particular case and did not consider a more general situation of a not perfect
match of the sample to the abutting strips. This is, however, very likely because of
the spread of substrates’ thicknesses – typically up to 30 µm, or 2 – 5% relative, even
for wafers originating from the same batch. Such discrepancies could not have produce
any noticeable signal in the very low field (H ≤ 300 Oe) magnetometry exercised in
[38]. This is simply because in such a weak fields region the signals related to a small
imbalance fell below the magnetometer’s ultimate sensitivity. But in the high–H region
the situation changes completely. In section 4.3 we detail the method how to extract
the moment of interest in the case of an arbitrary in situ compensation, which works at
any T and H within the range available in the magnetometer.
Another approach of background subtraction is based on a differential approach
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[54]. It strictly relies on a perfectly symmetrical mounting of the sample and the relevant
reference. However, the final mX is obtained from a quite cumbersome six-parameters
fitting of the experimental V (z) to the relevant Υ(z) function. The differential approach
seems to be a plausible solution for a range of specific samples (of chemical or biological
interests), but it requires the slowest possible measurement mode (the ”full scan”
method) and its feasibility had not been put to scrutiny above 2 kOe, that is well
below the full extent of the magnetic field available for experiments.
In conclusion of this brief survey we note that neither of the approaches presented
above fulfills the conditions required for precision magnetometry in the whole T and
H ranges available in the MPMS magnetometers. Below, we provide a full account
of the in situ compensation scheme allowing the elimination of the magnetic signal of
bulky substrates and other unwanted components, frequently disturbing the integral
magnetometry of nanoscale magnetic materials. In practical terms we expand and
quantify the previous concept [38] to the point that (i) makes routine measurements
practically immune to the major systems instabilities, whereas, at the same time, (ii)
permitting determination of absolute magnitudes of mX even for samples of not strictly
matching shapes and compositions to that of the compensating strips, all achieved with
a better precision than in the conventional approach.
4. Implementation of the method
4.1. Preparation of the sample holder for the in situ compensation
The actual form of the compensating sample holders (CSH) considered in this report are
exemplified in Figure 4 (b-d). Since our main experimental concern has been focused on
thin (Ga,Mn)N layers, which are routinely, and most economically, deposited on sapphire
substrates, the main designs contain the substrate-compensating strips cut from 2”
sapphire wafers, panels (b) and (c) of Figure 4. By the same token, for demanding
studies of the magnetic layers grown on GaP substrates, another CSH presented in
Figure 4 (d) has compensating strips cut from a 2” GaP wafer. It is most advantageous
to prepare the compensation strips from the same batch of the wafers on which the
investigated material is grown. This guarantees the closest possible levels of magnetic
contamination present both in the investigated sample and in the compensating strips,
and so a truly effective compensation. Actually, when 2” wafers are available, four 4.5
cm long strips are needed to be cut to provide nearly full coverage of the available space
sideways of the sample (two on each side of the sample). The mechanical constraints
in MPMS SQUID magnetometers restrict the total length of the sample holder to less
than 20 cm, and such a length, as established by numerical simulations similar to these
presented in Fig. 3, is more than sufficient to compensate most of the typically used
diamagnetic substrates without introducing any experimentally noticeable modifications
to the sample’s V (z), and so to established magnitudes of m.
The compensating strips are then glued in pairs to the supporting stick in such a
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
10 cm 
(d) 
Figure 4. Examples of the sample holders made by the authors: (a) an example of
a conventional one made of 1.5 mm wide and about 20 cm long Si strips, which also
can be a base for (b-d) assemblies allowing in situ compensation of unwanted flux of
either the substrate or a bulk part of the sample. They are customized to work with
Quantum Design MPMS magnetometers. In assemblies (b) and (d) the strips of the
compensating materials (sapphire and GaP, respectively) differ from the material used
for the supporting stick - Si, whereas in the assembly (c) all parts are made of sapphire.
Most of the results presented in this report have been obtained using this particular
sample holder.
way to form an opening (a gap) in the middle of the holder of a width, preferably, a bit
greater than the typical width of the investigated samples. This is the place where the
investigated sample is placed. Somewhat enlarged width of the gap actually easies both
mounting and removing the sample from the opening, without compromising the overall
performance of the CSH. In fact, Eq. (2) given in section 4.3 takes care of a lack of the
perfect compensation, so a certain flexibility in this point will not do any harm. In the
first two examples given in Figure 4 the gaps are about ∼ 5.2 × 5 mm2, i.e. a fraction
of a mm wider than the typical width of the (Ga,Mn)N samples investigated in the
authors’ lab. The gap in the last CSH is wider due to different demands of GaP-based
layers. It turns out that the role of the material serving as the mechanical support for
the whole assembly is of a prime importance if precise T -dependent studies are planned.
By far the most consistent performance is obtained when the supporting stick is made
of the same material as the rest of the assembly. The example of such a CSH is given
in Figure 4 (c), where instead of Si, the most easily available, clean, and affordable
material for this purpose, the supporting stick is made of a 2 mm wide and 200 mm
long sapphire strip, cut from a 200× 100× 0.5 mm3 R-plane sapphire plate. A strongly
diluted GE varnish is used to firmly join the parts. The whole assemblies are finished
with customized standard MPMS drinking straw adaptors [seen on the conventional
sample holder in Figure 4 (a)], enabling an easy connection to the standard MPMS
graphite probe.
The design suggested by the authors, although quite natural, turns out to be also
quite robust. Such assemblies as in Figure 4 endure for quite a long time. The silent
feature of Figure 2 is that the interrogated CSH assembly has survived intact more
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than two years while serving for more than a hundred measurement runs performed
usually in the full envelope of the environmental parameters attainable in the MPMS
magnetometer.
4.2. Exemplary studies using CSH
The main experimental benefit of working with CSH is presented in Figure 5, where
we compare unprocessed results of m(H) of the same d ' 5 nm, x ' 5% (Ga,Mn)N
layer measured using a conventional sample holder [as seen in Figure 4 (a)] and with
the in situ compensation, that is using a CSH similar to that depicted in Figure 4 (b).
These experimental configurations are sketched in the respective panels of Figure 5.
Clearly, the abutting sapphire strips have reduced the flux of the substrate by a factor
of ∼ 30, which corresponds to mechanical thinning of the sapphire substrate down to
about 10 µm - a process feasible but quite cumbersome due to the hardness of sapphire.
Importantly, this also means that the instabilities reported in Figs. 1 and 2 have been
reduced in the same proportion, i.e. below 0.02 µemu in this case, opening wide the
door for the most demanding experimental research in this field. Further examples of
the qualitatively improved consistency of the results are given in Supplementary Figure
S2. Another important fact shown there is a five-fold reduction of the experimental σ,
indicating that the in situ compensation reduces significantly the noise level associated
with the reduction of V (z) to m.
The data presented in Figure 5 (b) indicate also that at such high levels of
compensation (≥ 97%) a nonlinear m(H) of the (Ga,Mn)N layer is already clearly seen
in the unprocessed results yielded by the magnetometer (red circles). However, despite
such a strong compensation this mexp(H) does not show a clear tendency to saturation,
yet. Neither do the results obtained for a reference sapphire sample - marked by light-
grey squares in the same panel. Importantly, neither does the latter m(H) null out.
This is an example of the typical experimental situation, when both the sample and its
reference are of different dimensions and weights than is the opening (the gap) formed
between the compensating strips. In the case presented here the reference sapphire
sample is about 3% heavier whereas the sapphire substrate of the magnetic layer is
about 1.6% lighter than the gap. So, it has to be said that the mS(H) and mR(H)
obtained in a CSH, apart from possessing visibly increased experimental fidelity, do not
permit one to accurately establish the magnitude of mX(H). Further data manipulation
is required and Eq. (2) introduced in the next section indeed allows to unambiguously
establish the absolute magnitude of the mX(H) specific to the investigated layer. The
final results are presented in Figure 6 (a).
The data selected for presentation in Figure 5 clearly demonstrate that even the
preparation of a well-balanced CSH, in which the signals related to the magnetometer’s
instabilities would be reduced as much as 20 to 100 times, still does not guarantee an
equivalent advancement in the absolute precision of the studies. Following the examples
given in Figure 5 (b) we note that only in the idealistic case of truly 100% compensation
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Figure 5. A general outline of the in situ compensation method, applied to magnetic
field H dependent studies. The specimen S investigated at T = 5 K consists of a 5 nm
thin (Ga,Mn)N layer (marked in red) grown on about 300 µm thick sapphire substrate
(grey). Both panels present the unprocessed magnetometer’s output mexp(H). Panel
(a) depicts mexp(H) when S is mounted on a conventional sample holder (a long
Si stick, black). In this case the overwhelming majority of the flux contributing to
mexp(H) comes from the bulky (diamagnetic) substrate and so this part of mexp(H)
transmits all magnetometer performance flaws. When the same specimen is mounted
into a compensational sample holder (CSH), i.e. is abutted by strips of matching
substrate material, panel (b), then the substrate’s flux is nearly nulled out, so the
remaining net flux comes predominantly from the (magnetic) layer of interest (red
bullets). Note the 20 times expanded left Y scale with respect to (a). For comparison
orange bullets represent the same data set but plotted on the same scale as in panel
(a) (right Y scale). Light gray squares depict a reference sapphire sample measured
in the same CSH, whereas the empty gray squares mark mexp(H) of the empty CSH
- here the source of the flux is the gap between compensating strips.
could a single measurement of a sample in a matching CSH be sufficient to establish the
moment of the researched magnetic layer mX. In this case mX ≡ mexp. However, in the
real case the long compensating strips are not cut from exactly the same source from
which came the substrate of the investigated layer, and the whole CSH assembly is not
free from minor structural imperfections. Both these effects can exert a strong negative
effect on the accuracy.
4.3. Determination of the magnetic moment
In order to eliminate these spurious fluxes we recall the subtraction approach. Assuming
that both the sample and the reference are measured in the same CSH, then the
difference of these moments will be devoid of any common signals, particularly those
specific to possible imperfections of CSH, and should yield directly the sought mX. Since
this is true for all types of measurements, to make our considerations more general, we
spell out this difference as: LX = LS − LR, where LS and LR stand for a full sets of
relevant T -, H-, or time t- dependent measurements performed for the sample and the
reference, respectively. LX denotes the set of results for the subject of the research.
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Contrary to uncompensated measurements, the sought LX is established now as a
difference of two rather small signals, i.e. comparable to the magnitude of the final
LX, so the precision of the process is enhanced greatly. Moreover, since both LS and LR
are practically devoid of magnetometer instability signals – their detrimental effect on
LX is also reduced considerably. Furthermore, in the case considered here the difference
LS − LX is established accurately irrespective of the achieved compensation level.
However, it is practically impossible to have so well matched the sample and the
reference, without destroying the former to obtain the latter. Moreover, in everyday
practice one reference specimen serves to provide the reference signal for a range
of corresponding samples. In this case the difference LS − LR will contain also a
small portion of the signal of the empty sample holder due to the different degrees
of compensation. Therefore, a third measurement of the empty sample holder LG is
needed. Practically, LG is dominated by the signal exerted by the gap formed between
the compensating strips (as presented in Fig. 3 and exemplified for the case considered
in the previous section in Figure 5 (b) by empty gray squares). In order to quantify the
magnitude of sample holder contribution in the case of the non-perfect compensation,
LG has to be scaled down by a factor corresponding to the degree of the ”magnetic”
filling of the gap by the inserted specimens: βi = µiγi/µGγG, where µi and γi are the
corresponding masses and size correcting factors for the two specimens and the gap. The
correcting factors γi are needed to recover the proper magnitudes of Li in accordance
with the real geometrical extent of the sources of the relevant fluxes. This is because the
MPMS output is provided in the point dipole approximation. Following the notation
adopted previously [32], MPMS output data have to be divided by the relevant γ in
order to recover the correct magnitude of m. More about the role of γ and its relevance
is discussed in section S4 of the Supplementary Information. Finally, we remark that
µG, the mass of the missing material between the compensating strips, assumes negative
magnitudes. A method of its precise determination is given in Supplementary Figure
S3.
Accordingly, the whole correction term taking care of the sample holder contribution
to LX for the case of non-identical shapes and masses of the sample and the reference
assumes the form:
β =
µRγR − µSγS
µGγG
, (1)
and the full expression for LX is:
LXγX = LS − LR + βLG. (2)
The form in which Eq. (2) is given underlines an important fact that it is valid for
all types of T -, H-, t- dependent studies performed within the whole envelope of T
and H ranges available in the magnetometer. Moreover, it also holds valid when the
compensating strips and the substrates of the investigated samples are made of different
materials. The differences in the magnetic susceptibilities are accommodated in the
experimentally established magnitudes of Li. So, the general form of the equation given
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here and the whole frame of the elaborated experimental method constitute a major
qualitative advancement with respect to the other attempts [50, 54, 38].
Furthermore, as laboriously verified, all the necessary values of Li needed to obtain
the correct magnitude of LX come directly from the values reported by the MultiVu
software in the corresponding *.dat files. It is worth stressing that there is no need
to numerically simulate the expected shape of Υ(z) for each of these complicated
experimental configurations. Neither are any numerical fittings required to reduce the
experimentally measured V (z) into m. However, the latter remark remains valid only
as long as the CSH is properly centered.
The centering of the sample holder is one of the most important experiment-
execution prerequisites, which have to be observed to achieve a truly sizable boost in
accuracy and repeatability of the measurements. Here we strongly advise the reader to
perform the pre-measurement centering of the empty CSH always at the same T and H.
The authors’ choice has been 300 K and 20 kOe, respectively, the latter always ramped
up from H ' 0. Actually, the data presented in Figure 2 have been collected during the
pre-measurement centering of the empty CSH, and the added value brought about by
such a consecutive recording of the signal of the bare CSH at the repeatable conditions
is a long term monitoring of both of the sample holder and of the condition of the
magnetometer. Centering issues, as well as some other practical details concerning the
setting of the measurements are given in the Supplementary Information section ”Setting
of the measurements”. It is strongly suggested to collect all Li measurements along
equivalent experimental sequences to assure the same thermal and magnetic history of
the specimens and repeatable magnitudes of Hreal.
Finally, we remark that the workload required for this experimental approach is
less than is dictated by Eq. 2. The weight of the LG in the resulting magnitude of
LX is marginal and becomes the smaller the more the geometrical dimensions of the
samples and the reference correspond to each other. This causes β → 0. Therefore, it
is sufficient to measure the full suite of LG measurements once and repeat them rather
infrequently, say even once a year, providing that neither the experimental configuration
nor the CSH itself has changed in the meantime. For example, re-doing of the whole
suite of LG measurements, takes in particular care of the very weak trend down in time
domain of the magnitude of the CHS response as can be noticed in Figure 2. The same
applies to LR, though in this case more frequent checks are advisable due to the equal
importance of LR and LS in the determination of LX. In any case, however, any newly
performed T -, H-, or t-dependence of the sample calls for well-matched measurements of
Lref and LG. Therefore, this method works particularly well for a range of qualitatively
similar samples for which the same suite of LR measurements is needed. Then the main
experimental effort can be directed to measure LS only, as in the traditional approach
to magnetometry.
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5. Examples of application
As presented in Figure 5 (b) a single measurement in a CSH is not sufficient to return
the real magnitude of mX. In that particular example the second measurement mR of
about 4.6% heavier reference yields the opposite slope of its m(H). Therefore, their
bare difference LS − LR will yield LX of an even greater slope, even if LR is rescaled
according to the relevant magnitudes of µSγS and µRγR. It is actually the βLG term in
Eq. (2), which, by bringing into consideration the extra flux generated by a not ideally
filled gap of the CSH during LS and LR measurements, restores the real magnitude of
LX, and eventually mX.
The first example of the whole method in action is presented in Figure 6 (a), where
magenta circles mark the results obtained by the application of Eq. (2) to the presented
in Figure 5 (b) set of LS, LR and LG measurements collected during the investigation of
a nominally 5 nm thin (Ga,Mn)N layer of an expected Mn content between 3 and 5%.
The correctness of the result is corroborated by the following two notions. Firstly, even
at the strongest available fields the established mX(H) retains just a slightly convex
character – very alike to that of the previously investigated much thicker (Ga,Mn)N
layers – corresponding very closely at high field to the theoretical m(H) for the Mn3+
configuration in wurtzite GaN environment [45, 46, 47], yielding the Mn content x
= 3.4%, a value close to the technological one. Secondly, the another set of results
in Figure 6 (a) (marked by purple squares) saturates at a very similar level. This
independently performed measurement has been obtained for the same sample mounted
in the perpendicular orientation (different LS and γS, but the same µS, LR and LG and
their µiγi). So, both measurements constitute together the first experimental assessment
of the magnetic anisotropy in such a very thin ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)N layers, and this
accomplishment would have not been possible without the elaboration of the in situ
compensation method and the pertinent data reduction performed within the frame set
by Eq. (2).
Another example, where the precise knowledge of the absolute values of magnetic
moment proves fundamental is during investigations of structures expected to contain an
antiferromagnetic AFM component, which usually exhibits a marginally weak magnetic
response. In this view, CSHs have been used to study ensembles of Fe-rich, γ’-
GayFe4−yN nanometer-size nanocrystals (NCs) embedded in a GaN matrix, similar to
those structurally characterized previously [55]. An example of the magnetic properties
of such ensembles is given in Figure 6 (b), where magnetic responses corresponding
to α-Fe NCs (open symbols) and γ’-GayFe4−yN ones (closed symbols) measured at 2
and 300 K are plotted. In this case it is not the establishment of the magnitude of
the magnetic saturation of these two ensembles that defines the real technical merit
of the result. The magnetic saturation in these easy saturating magnetic systems can
be equally accurately established by the traditional approach from the measurements
performed at the weak field region (H < 10 kOe), i.e. where the flux of substrate is
small comparably to that of the NCs and so the magnetometer instabilities do not mar
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Figure 6. (a) Results of in- and out- of plane (bullets and squares, respectively)
magnetic measurement of a 5 nm thin (Ga,Mn)N layer obtained using in situ
compensation and the data reduction according to Eq. (2). In case of the in plane
configuration the m(H) of the sample, reference and the empty compensational sample
holder (CSH) are presented in Figure 5 (b). (b) Magnetic responses corresponding to
α-Fe (open symbols) and γ’-GayFe4−yN nanocrystals (closed symbols) embedded in a
GaN matrix established at 2 and 300 K upon measurements in the same CSH as in
(a) and data reduction according to Eq. (2).
the mX of the NCs. The real added value of the in situ compensation and the following
data manipulation sets by Eq. (2) is the establishment that the magnetic response from
these two NCs system does not show any high-field kink or an inclined m(H) suggestive
of a spin-flop transition or a spin canting, which are characteristic of AFM systems.
On the other hand, the saturation levels established in these measurements allow one
to verify other magnetic characteristics of these prospective phase separated materials
[56].
It has to be added, that the concept of the in situ compensation proves
extremely useful in the studies of a broad range of systems. As an example, we
take the determination of the level of magnetically responsive contaminants in bulk
materials. In case referred to here the very same sample holder which is depicted in
Figure 4 (b) was used to compensate the bulk diamagnetism in a search for possible
superconducting precipitates in samples of topological Pb0.20Sn0.80Te and topologically
trivial Pb0.80Sn0.20Te [57]. By adjusting the masses of the studied Pb1−ySnyTe samples,
and after correcting for the low-T sapphire response, the increased resolution of the
method allowed to establish that the relative weight of precipitates that could produce
a response specific to superconducting Pb or Sn was below 0.1 ppm, a level that goes
beyond the state of the art of the integral magnetometry, proving that this method can
be employed widely as a very sensitive characterization tool in material science.
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6. Conclusions
In this report a thorough method for mitigating signal instability problems in
commercially available SQUID-based integral magnetometers has been put forward. The
method is based on the in situ magnetic compensation, at the sample holder level, of the
vast majority of the dominating unwanted signal of the sample substrate, bulkiness or
a carrier, which normally accompanies the minute object of interest. Because the signal
which is processed by the magnetometer is typically up to two orders of magnitude
smaller, the output is much less dependable on the inevitable fluctuations of some
environmental variables, that otherwise detrimentally reduce the real credibility of the
outcome in the standard approach to precision magnetometry. In practice a two- to
five-fold reduction in the absolute noise level has been observed. Practical solutions for
the achievement of adequate compensation and proper expressions to evaluate the final
results obtained in the compensational sample holder are given. The universal form of
this expression allows to practically employ one design of the compensational sample
holder in investigations of a range of specimens characterized by different sizes, shapes
and compositions. Importantly, the method does not require any involving modelling
of the magnetometer output signal and laborious fitting. All the required inputs to
calculate the absolute magnitude of the net moment of the investigated object can be
taken directly from the standard magnetometer output files. The method has been
implemented in MPMS SQUID magnetometers, but it is by no means limited to this
particular system. It is exemplified and put to the test on nanometer thin layers of dilute
magnetic semiconductors, without and with embedded nanocrystals. The solution given
here is of great relevance to numerous fields of material science (to a broad community),
where magnetic investigations are becoming of prime importance: biophysics, organic
spintronics, and in further emerging new fields dealing with topological insulators, 3D
Dirac semimetals, and 2D materials.
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